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Comment
2 marks - all three answers are correctly matched to the three
questions. Two marks are awarded and two ticks only are used to
annotated the answer.
This answer requires accurate use of geographical compass
directions - top/bottom/ right and left should not be awarded
marks. 0 marks are award due to the use of the word up - up the
beach refers to further from the sea and this is not a valid answer.
The use of data can only be given if it is linked to a valid pattern.
Level 1 - 1 mark. There are two separate ideas so only the first
can be awarded any marks. There is the idea that they are going
to cut down less tress so one mark can be awarded. The rest of
the answer is not credit worthy. Second answers should be
highlighted using the extendable wavy line and the IRRL stamp
using. L1 is used once to indicate the quality of the rest of the
answer.
It might be worth drawing a end on diagram of the groyne to help
assess the statements that candidates are making. Take care to
ensure statements refer to the drop to the sand and not the
buildup of sand. There is one mark only reserved for data with
should be annotated with a DEV. The answer needs to flow with
the ideal structure showing a tick, dev, tick structure but this is not
the only situation where a C mark can be awarded. 2 marks are
awarded Point 4 and point 6 from the mark scheme are covered
in the first two sentences. The answer is not well expressed so
the C mark cannot be awarded, and the lack of data means that
there is no DEV mark.
This question is looking for extra information that can be added to
make the data presentation more informative. This could be extra
data from other fieldwork such as direction of longshore drift. It is
not looking to criticise the fieldwork that was carried out by the
candidate (add more sites/ visit more often/ use different
equipment). This answer is unclear and is awarded zero.
Prior to marking - please ensure that you have turned on the
giant red mark indicator, tag all of the answer on the blank pages
to the correct question, checked the fielldwork question so that
you know that this is not a candidate you might know and add a
BP annotation to each BP (there are three at the start of the
paper as Q1a is only attached to page 3 on the screen). Every
question must have a least one annotation. Every answer that is
on more than one page needs each section to have an
annotation to ensure centres know that it has been considered).
Please take your time and try to understand, not only what mark
has been given, but the thought processes behind it. 0 marks this answer uses vague examples to try to define extree weather.
The lack of a defintion stops the answer being awarded a mark.
1 answer that is correct - identifying that the vegetation is small.
Level 1 - 2 marks. The candidate weakly does not link the idea of
geology to landfporms. They have identified different landforms in
the drainage basin and have idenitifed different types of rock but
they do not link them together. This is annotated with a L1 stamp
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placed at the bottom of the answer.
1 mark - the answer hits the fist mark point but does not state that
the river does not freeze currently or that this is due to warming
since the painting was created.
1 mark. The candidate identifies that the trend fluctuates and is
awarded the mark. The answer does not then correctly identify
that the data is comparing temperaature to the present day so
each statement is incorrect and is nt awarded any marks. They
make no attempt to suggest that these were the highest or lowest
temperatures shown in the graph, no attempt to describe the rate
of change or the frequeny of change. The use of incorrect data
means that they cannot be awarded the C mark.
Some explanation of the landform weakly related to the geology
L2 bottom
0 marks - incorrect answer - annotated with a cross
Only one simple point made on buildings L1
Level 1 - 2 marks A wide ranging description of the impacts of
climate change but not attempt to suggest why it is global issue.
Each sentence deals with the impacts very generally, and there is
no use of words such as global crop failure, or the impacts on
health in different countries around the world.
1 mark - correct answer - annotated with a tick.
Incorrect answer annotated with a cross - 0 marks
This question is asking for canidates to evaluate their fieldwork.
Some evaluations that are not acceptable include - the data
collection was successful as it proved my hypothesis, the data
collection was successful as I could use it to draw graphs or the
data collection was unsuccessful as I had an anomaly in my
results. Candidates that focus very clearly on issues with an
individual technique, highlighting want went well/ badly, and then
developing that idea to conside the validity and repeatability of
the results are more likely to score the highest marks. EQI can be
a physical or a human fieldwork technique. In this example it is
not clear what they were measuring so it has to be assumed that
it a valid technique. There is a weakly developed idea concerning
the impact of weather and tides on their fieldwork so it can be
awarded L2 but it is not well developed so it only reaches three
marks.
Level 1 - 2 marks. A description of the impacts of climate chage
but no attempt to suggest why it is global. They do not comment
on crop failure around the globe, or how health may change in
different locations or places. Annotated with ^ to show where
extra detail could be added. L1 stamp at the end of the answer.
An incorrect answer as it cannot be determined from the figure
provided.
2 marks. The first sentence states that there is low pressure over
South America which is accurate. The canidates then lists some
ideas that are contradictory to low pressure without making it
clear that they are occuring in a different part of South America
so that are not given any credit. Trade winds will weaken so a
second amrk can be awarded but it is likely to increase the umber
of storms, not decrease them.
Each correct answer is annotated with a tick and the C stamp is
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used to inidcate whether the mark for communication is given.
This answer iis awarded three marks. There are two marks for
describing where upland areas are distributed, in Scotland and in
the North-west of the UK,and each point is annotated with a tick.
Correct answer annotated with a tick - 1 mark
Top of Level 1 - 2 marks. The first paragraph is very vague. It
does not idenitfy a technological development, making vague
references to data without determining where the data has gone
from. The second pargaraph starts poorly. The Richter Scale is
not a technological development in itself and the their use is
vague. The end of the paragraph final idenitifies the need to build
earthquake proof buildings but there is no reference to what
features they might have or how they might impact the area.
Incorrect answer annotated with a cross - 0 marks

